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Robotics in Urology: Why ??????

Answer:
This device offers us the possibility of doing

laparoscopy in a natural “intuitive” way, with 3D 
vision & with instruments that are movable at their

tips, allowing very precise handling.



Classical 
surgery:
good enough?



Classical surgery
Complication rates:

Colorectal Surgery Hernia surgery

36.8% 17%



Classical surgery
Complications:

~𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

> We should do better!!!:

~𝟒𝟒𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

Annual US spend 
on surgery

Annual US spend impact 
of readmissions cost on 
system



We MUST do better!!!!

1. Improve surgery 

> innovation

2. Improve education 

> standardisation

3.   High volume centers

Classical surgery
Complications:





Wave of innovative platforms 
in robotic surgery

 Intuitive

 Medtronic

 CMR (Cambridge Medical
Robot)

 Auris

 J&J + Google (Verb)



Wave of innovative platforms in 
robotic surgery
 Mazor robot (Neurosurgery)

 Strycker Mako robot (Orthopedics)

 Avicenna robot in stone treatment



Wave of innovations

 Image guidance :
 Image overlay
 Fluorescence techniques
 3D imaging

 Navigationsystems 
 Neurosurgery
 Tissue recognition

 Automatisation

 …



Tissue recognition
Fluorescence









Image guided surgery
Bronchoscopic biopsy






Innovation in robotic surgery
Conclusion

We are only in the beginning of robotics in medicine.

- Different surgical robots 
- Innovative tools make surgery safer (and ultimately 

cheaper)
- Indications increasing

- Surgical
- Diagnostic



We MUST do better!!!!

1. Improve surgery 

> innovation

2. Improve education 

> standardisation

3.   High volume centers

Classical surgery
Complications:



Training

Training is moving away
from the OR

- Legal issues

- Cost Effectiveness
- Ethics

- Validated training available



 Need for improvement of training
 Need for standardisation
 Validation of training pathways
 Licensing & relicensing

Safer surgery for our patients
Cheaper for national healthcare

Training in Innovative surgery



ORSI-Academy =
gather all knowledge to improve surgery 

through improving training
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ORSI Academy wants to create ECOSYSTEM

Thinktank for improving training Europeanwide through 

collaboration between ALL partners

1. European scientific Societies

2. Academy

3. Industry

4. Insurance companies

5. Healthcare responsibles

of EU
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- Define and standardize training pathways and disperse 

over Europe and worldwide

- Basic work on proficiency based progression training 

and pilotstudies of the different training pathways

> lower complications with > 50 %

ORSI Academy 
Educational ECOSYSTEM





Robotic Surgery has proven its advantages over 
other types of robotic surgery in several

indications.
Higher costs of robotic surgery may be offset by
modest healthgain resulting from lower risk of 

early harms and positive margin, provided >150 
cases are performed each year .

Quality assured training can probably lower
complication rates >50%.  Need for studies!

CONCLUSION
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